Events

Los Angeles & Century City Women Lawyer's Group Reception
Hammer Museum
10.23.2019
The Women Lawyers Group of Sheppard, Mullin, Richter & Hampton LLP invites you to join us for a guided tour
of the Hammer Museum along with delicious cocktails and hors d'oeuvres at the newly opened Audrey at the
Hammer restaurant!
Wednesday, October 23, 2019
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
By invitation only.
Hammer Museum
10899 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90024
Website | Directions
Audrey at the Hammer
Located in the courtyard of the Hammer Museum.
Website
The Hammer Museum champions the art and artists who challenge us to see the world in a new light, to
experience the unexpected, to ignite our imaginations, and inspire change.
Audrey at the Hammer blends elevated and soulful cooking with a contemporary Southern California feel rooted
in the region’s growing seasons. From restaurateur Soa Davies Forrest and chef Lisa Giffen, the dishes
emphasize European flavors and techniques. The modern and inclusive space designed by architect Michael
Maltzan and interiors by Fettle Design features a prominent tile installation from renowned Cuban-American
artist Jorge Pardo.
"Audrey at the Hammer Opens With Interiors by Fettle Interior Design Studio; The new design-forward restaurant
in the Hammer Museum gives visitors an indoor/outdoor dining experience"
– Architectural Digest
"Audrey Brings Classy Midcentury Style and Elegant Seasonal Fare to the Hammer Museum"
– EATER Los Angeles

www.sheppardmullin.com

About Sheppard Mullin's Women Lawyers Group
Sheppard Mullin is committed to the advancement and retention of our women attorneys and strives to create
an environment in which all of our women attorneys grow professionally, develop successful legal practices,
and flourish as leaders both within our firm and in our communities. Click here to learn more.
Questions? Contact Lindsey Jacobson via email or at 714.424.2819
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